Android Enterprise Recommended is a Google-led program that helps businesses confidently select, deploy and manage the Android devices and services best suited to meet their needs. Look for the Android Enterprise Recommended badge when selecting rugged devices.

Mobility is transforming every job and every industry, from field services and warehouses, to retail stores and manufacturing plants.

The Android Enterprise Recommended program for rugged devices makes it easy to identify those that are built to handle demanding workloads over a longer device lifetime, as well as guaranteeing minimum hardware, OS support and provisioning specifications.

Enterprises increasingly rely on Android as their go-to rugged mobile platform and this program validates devices against an elevated set of standards.

Select with confidence

Android Enterprise Recommended provides a curated list of verified devices and services that meet elevated enterprise requirements from partners trained by Google

- Built for harsh environments
- Able to withstand drops, dust and elements
- Extended battery life to last a whole day
- Minimum hardware and OS support specifications

Deploy with consistency

Android Enterprise Recommended provides consistent deployment, management and user features to ensure Android devices are easy to deploy, scale and support.

- Built to easily deploy in the field
- Zero-touch enrollment on all 8.0 devices
- Multiple provisioning options

Stay current with updates

Android Enterprise Recommended helps ensure devices are current and up to date with regular security patches and controlled major updates.

- Built to stay up-to-date over long life-spans
- Security updates every 90 days for five years
- At least one major ‘dessert’ release upgrade
Rugged Requirements

Device requirements
- Minimum hardware specifications
- N+ required
- +1 dessert upgrade
- Ingress protection (IP64)
- Drop testing rating

Bulk device enrollment
- Zero-touch
- QR code

Security
- 90-day updates guaranteed availability for five years

Unified experience
- Provisioning workflows

For a full list of requirements, visit android.com/enterprise/recommended/requirements

Benefits

IT buyers
- Rely on the Android Enterprise Recommended badge as a general sign of trustworthiness.
- Benefit from a simpler selection process to meet specific device and service needs.
- Receive more value from devices that stay up to date.

IT admins
- Support and troubleshoot devices with more certainty at a lower cost because hardware and software features are consistent.
- Spend less time deploying devices allowing more time for other priorities.
- Be assured that policies and restrictions are enforced and managed from the start with zero-touch enrollment

users
- Work easier without having to deal with duplicate versions of apps
- Enjoy a streamlined provisioning process so setup is faster, simpler
- Be more productive using devices with the latest OS features

Get started today
- For more information, visit Android.com/enterprise/recommended
- Or view Android Enterprise Recommended devices and services at androidenterprisepartners.withgoogle.com